
Chelsea Rosemoor

RHS 4ft bench cover 
82059703  £45

RHS 5ft bench cover 
82059707  £45

RHS companion set cover 
82050203  £50

RHS steamer cover 
82050204  £45

To protect your furniture during the bad weather and keep it dry 
and clean, we have developed a range of tailored protective covers. 
KETTLER RHS wood furniture can be left outdoors all year round 
(excluding cushions). 

Protective covers

UV Protection Water repellent Protects
from frost

Protects from 
tree sap

PVC backed 
polyester

John Lewis Plc, SW1E 5NN    www.johnlewis.com

Both the Chelsea and Rosemoor products are made from Acacia hardwood which is both 
durable and weather resistant as well as having an attractive grain and appearance perfect for 
garden furniture. The Chelsea range has been treated with a natural oil to accentuate its natural 
colour and beauty where the Rosemoor has a sage PU finish giving it a vintage style of its own.

RHS Chelsea and Rosemoor



RHS Rosemoor 4ft acacia bench
PU Coated
82039701  £249

RHS Chelsea 4ft acacia bench
82039703  £249

RHS 4ft cench cushion
82069702  £90

RHS Chelsea acacia companion seat
82039707  £449

RHS Rosemoor acacia companion seat
PU Coated 
82039704  £449

RHS Chelsea acacia steamer
82039708  £299

RHS Rosemoor acacia steamer
PU Coated 
82039706  £299

RHS Rosemoor 5ft acacia bench
PU Coated
82039705  £299

RHS Chelsea 5ft acacia bench
82039702  £299

RHS 5ft bench cushion
82069706  £100

RHS companion cushion 
(Pack of 2)
82069710  £90

RHS steamer cushion
82069701  £120
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*All sizes are in cm. All sizes are approximate and subject to change. Assembly:  Partial assembly required.  Full self-assembly required.


